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EXPERIENCE 

HYPERALLERGIC April 2019-Present 
Emily H. Tremain Fellow for Curators  
 

Writes approximately twice per week on important issues and questions in curatorial and artistic practice. Recent 
articles include The Narrowing of the Museum Imagination, Rethinking the “Bigger is Better” Museum Model, 
and An Animated Teaching Tool that Breaks Down How Criticism and Ideology Work.  

 
QUEENS MUSEUM January 2015-January 2018 
President and Executive Director 
 

Energized and led artistic program and operations of the Queens Museum, a 100,000 square foot contemporary art 
and culture museum in Flushing Meadows Corona Park, Queens, New York. The Queens Museum is known for 
its adventurous exhibitions, groundbreaking education and community work, its history as a site of the 1939 and 
1964 World’s Fairs, and the first meeting place of the United Nations. The Museum annually surpasses 300,000 
local, regional, and international visitors.  
 

• Provided the vision for the Queens Museum as well as direction for its initiatives, and brought the 
Museum to new, international visibility. Oversaw a staff of 45 and annual operating budget of $6 million. 
 

• Curatorial and Programmatic Initiatives: 
o Invigorated programming and its presentation, which included: The Ramones and the Birth of 

Punk; Mierle Laderman Ukeles: Maintenance Art; commissioned projects by Mariam Ghani, 
Duke Riley, and Mickalene Thomas; a historical exhibition of political cartoons by William 
Gropper; as well as co-curating Mel Chin: All Over the Place, including public projects 
throughout NYC. 

o Initiated an annual Large Wall Commission, a major project by a woman or female-presenting 
artist on the curved wall at the center of the Museum that transformed visitor experience. 

o Developed an innovative program to re-imagine interpretation and educational tools at the 
Museum, and successfully secured a major, multi-year Mellon Foundation grant to fund it. 

o Successfully de-silo’ed programming departments to create an integrated approach to curatorial, 
educational, and public programming. Implemented systems for advance exhibition and 
programming planning to make time for in-depth curatorial work and to secure funds earlier in a 
project’s evolution. 

o Integrated social media and public relations initiatives via a restructuring of the department to 
ensure the sharing of engaging content that advances the ideas embedded in exhibitions and 
programming. 

o Renewed commitment to unique community-invested initiatives, including community 
organizing efforts, the New New Yorkers collaboration with Queens Libraries, and Immigrant 
Movement International. 

o Secured funding for and realized re-lighting of the renowned Panorama of New York City, 
returning the model to its 1964 day-to-night lighting scheme. 

 

• Board and Fundraising Initiatives: 
o Worked with Board and Finance Committee as well as existing and new funders to fulfill the 

doubling of the Museum’s annual budget following its expansion. 
o Doubled fundraising income, quadrupled Board giving, and added seven new Trustees. 
o Inspired existing and new foundations to support the Museum on a multi-year basis, stewarding 

major awards from Ford Foundation, Mellon Foundation, Luce Foundation, Lambent Foundation, 
Matisse Foundation, and Altman Foundation. 

o Focused on Gala program as a key moment to engage individual donors, doubling Gala receipts 
and instituting a highly successful paddle-raise to support education and community programs. 

 

• Strategic Planning and Administration:  
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o Created annual Board retreats to focus strategic priorities and inspire volunteer leadership. 
o Instituted year-round strategic planning and implementation to support staff development efforts. 
o Created annual employee self-evaluation system that dovetailed with senior staff retreats, 

visioning and implementation exercises, and staff cultivation by department heads to advance 
institutional goals. 

o Worked with Human Resources, Board, and funders to ensure severely undercompensated 
employees were provided a more fair wage and instituted a plan to increase salaries suppressed 
by historic furloughs. 

o Drafted field- and colleague-sourced best practices towards new hiring policies and procedures to 
cultivate and retain a diverse staff. 

o Initiated monthly all-staff meetings for presentations about upcoming exhibitions and 
programming, budget literacy, discussion of issues and questions important to Museum staff, 
including external trainings on race and LGBTQAI sensitivity, as well as special talks and 
presentations from all departments about ongoing work and special projects (this included all 
front-of-house staff to fully integrate the team). 

o Created a new budgeting process that allowed for greater transparency and understanding for all 
staff. 

 

• Capital Construction and Facilities Planning 
o Secured $14 mil in for capital expansion fund including development of new Queen Public 

Library branch at the museum, the first initiative of its kind. 
o Led development and planning of branch integration with NYC Departments of Cultural Affairs, 

Design and Construction, City Council, and Queens Library leadership, as well as project 
architects and museum staff. 

 
CREATIVE TIME INC. January 2012-December 2014 
Director of Global Initiatives and Editorial Director, Creative Time Reports 
Developed and led successful organizational creation of a new Global Initiatives department, spanning 
programmatic, digital and funding initiatives: 
 

• Launched and directed a new media platform, Creative Time Reports (CTR), featuring artists’ 
commentary and analysis of world news and events (www.creativetimereports.org). 

o Set editorial direction, identified artist contributors and stories, guided staff in working with 
artists, connected international current events to interests of artists. 

o Forged co-publication partnerships with mainstream media to expand the reach of CTR, including 
The Guardian, The Daily Beast, Huffington Post, The New York Review of Books, and Foreign 
Policy. 

o Strategized social media efforts to maximize impact of published pieces, including CTR’s 
dedicated feeds, as well as leveraging social media of Creative Time and CTR’s media partners. 
 

• Directed the annual Creative Time Summit, the leading international conference for socially engaged art 
and politics, featuring artists, thinkers, and activists such as public intellectual Slavoj Žižek, artists 
Martha Rosler, Amar Kanwar, and Simone Leigh, and filmmaker, journalist, and MacArthur Fellow 
Laura Poitras. 

o Set each year’s Summit theme, matching artists’ practices and engagement with pressing global 
issues, such as income inequity, migration and nationalism, and urban gentrification. 

o Identified speakers and moderators, and tailored the conference format and structure to best 
demonstrate the breadth and impact of the artists’ work including multimedia presentations, 
moderated discussions, workshops, and participatory artist interventions. 

o Expanded LiveStreaming to over 75 venues from Beijing and Melbourne to Mexico City and São 
Paulo. 

o Secured fully-funded international Summit venue for 2014 in Stockholm. 
o Invited by curator Okwui Enwezor to present Summit as part of the 2015 Venice Biennale. 
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• Oversaw The Lenore Annenberg Prize for Art and Social Justice, an annual $25,000 award presented at 
the Creative Time Summit to an artist who has committed his or her life’s work to promoting social 
justice in surprising or profound ways. Organized and convened a group of experts in collaboration with 
Sunnylands, the Annenberg Retreat in Southern California, to further advance the artist’s work. 
 

• Directed the Global Residency Program, a $100,000 grant program that enabled artists to travel to 
international locations of their choosing to address burning questions in their practice. 
 

DIA ART FOUNDATION January 2002-November 2011 
Deputy Director (2006-11); Interim Director (2008); Director of External Affairs (2003-06); Board Secretary (2002-06) 
Senior administrator responsible for:  
 

• Day-to-day management and administration of $11.5 million contemporary art organization, including 
fundraising, Trustee communications, financial oversight, multisite programmatic coordination, and staff 
management. 

 

• Directed all fundraising initiatives, including individual, corporate, government, membership, and 
foundation sources as well as two annual gala events. 

 

• Led search for and development of a new location for Dia’s contemporary art programs in New York City, 
including extended City negotiations to develop a new museum at the south end of the Highline, then 
transitioned the site plan to be the relocation of the Whitney Museum in 2015. 

 

• Research, negotiation, and management of land conservation issues surrounding permanent land art 
installations, including Walter De Maria’s The Lightning Field and Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty. 

 
SOLOMON R. GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM August 2001-November 2001 
Senior Publicist 
 

• Responsible for media strategy and outreach initiatives, including the opening of the Guggenheim Las 
Vegas and Guggenheim Hermitage Museums; and coordination of with the Guggenheim’s international 
venues.  

 
PUBLIC ART FUND September 1996-August 2001 
Development and Communications Director (1998-2001); Development Officer (1996-1998) 
 

• Responsible for all development initiatives including foundation, corporate, and individual fundraising. 
 

• Responsible for conceiving and implementing all public relations initiatives. Editorial Coordinator for 
Looking Up: Rachel Whiteread’s Water Tower; Managing Editor of all exhibition publications. 

 

• Project Manager for multiple exhibitions, including Keith Haring, Pipilotti Rist, and Vanessa Beecroft. 
 
CITY OF NEW YORK/PARKS & RECREATION October 1995-July 1996 
Curator of Public Art 

• Received, reviewed, and approved all public art proposals for presentation to Commissioner. 
• Organized temporary outdoor exhibitions in public parks throughout the five boroughs. 

 
FELLOWSHIPS & PUBLICATIONS  

• Fellow at Rockefeller Foundation Bellagio Program (Summer 2019).  
 

• Fellow at Metabolic Studio/Annenberg Foundation (2018-present), conducting research for a book on the 
myth of neutrality in cultural institutions and the role of culture in uncertain times.  

 

• Forthcoming 2020  
Museums and the Myth of Neutrality (Verso) 
This new publication will examine the myth of neutrality as it manifests today in museums and cultural 
institutions. The book will not only explore the history of museum development in the United States to 
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unearth the roots of the biases embedded in cultural organizations, but will also imagine a more inclusive 
and civic museum where art, life, and imagination intersect in meaningful ways.  

• Forthcoming 2020 
With Carin Kuoni, a new publication drawing from a co-curated of a series of seminars, Freedom of 
Speech: A Curriculum for Studies into Darkness inspired by artist and filmmaker Amar 
Kanwar’s Such a Morning (2017) at The Vera List Center for Arts and Politics at The New School (2019) 

• Author, At The Lightning Field, Coffee House Press 2017 
The Lightning Field  (1977) is a work of art by Walter De Maria situated in the 
remote high desert of New Mexico. A parallel text to this artwork and a lyric exploration 
of multiple visits to The Lightning Field, the book provides a textual reflection on light, 
space, duration, and memory. 

• Assuming Boycott Resistance, Agency, and Cultural Production (OR Books, 2017) 
Co-edited by Laura Raicovich, Carin Kuoni, and Kareem Estefan, this book was produced from a series 
of co-curated seminars on cultural agency and the politics of withdrawal and boycott, at The 
Vera List Center for Arts and Politics at The New School in 2014-15.  

• Author, A Diary of Mysterious Difficulties, published serially in The Brooklyn Rail 2013-14 and released 
by Publication Studio Summer 2014 
A Diary of Mysterious Difficulties was borne out of spam received over a period of several months. These 
emails circumvented spam filters by including odd texts lifted from Charles Dickens's David Copperfield. 
These bits of text, once a Dickens novel, are reworked, strung together, and augmented to create a spy-
story/melodramatic romance novel. 
 

SELECTED TALKS, LECTURES, AND SYMPOSIA 
• “Subversion to Red,” North Macedonia Pavilion, Venice Biennale, Venice, Italy, 2019. 
• “Give and Take: Examining the Ethics of the Arts, Ethics, and Philanthropy,” Brown Arts Initiative, 

Brown University, Providence, RI, 2019. 
• “Museums and the Myth of Neutrality,” Keynote presentation, Museums Association (UK) Annual 

Conference, Belfast, Northern Ireland, 2018.  
• “Art World Talk: Society, Politics, and the Art System,” ArtBasel, Basel Switzerland, 2018. 
• “Museums in a Time of Crisis,” discussion with artists, scientists, and curators on climate realities and 

art, Princeton Environmental Institute, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, 2018. 
• “Towards Sanctuary Summit,” with Cultural Affairs Commissioner Tom Finkelpearl, Vera List Center 

for Art and Politics, New School, New York, NY, 2018 
• “The Armory Live Panel: Collapsing Structures,” The Armory Show, New York, NY, 2018 
• “The Power of Art: Museums, Culture, Democracy,” Annual Director’s Talk, Solomon R. Guggenheim 

Museum, New York, NY, 2017. 
• “Does Art Have Users?” Symposium, SFMOMA, San Francisco, CA, 2017. 
• “The Museum as Urban Planner,” Plenary Lecture, Cross Sector Conference, University of California, 

Berkeley, CA, 2016. 
• “Unrepentant Politics Inside Museums,” Open Engagement Conference, Oakland, CA, 2016. 
• “Queens Museum: Radical Methodologies,” Kaohsiung Museum, Taiwan, 2015. 
• Keynote Address, Annual Meeting of Danish Museums and Libraries, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2015. 
• “Boycotts and Politics in Art: a Conversation with Jon Rubin,” Open Engagement Conference, 

Pittsburgh, PA 2015. 
• “Protocols of Participation: Recent Models of Socially Engaged Art in the United States and Europe,” 

panel moderated by Thomas Crow, Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, New York, NY, 2014. 
• “What Now? 2014: Collaboration and Collectivity,” panel moderated by Nitin Sawhney, The New School 

for Social Research, Vera List Center for Art and Politics, New York, NY, 2014. 
• “What’s Art Got to Do with It? Expanding the role of artists in society,” acax and Juranyi, Budapest, 

Hungary, 2014. 
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• “New Art Practices,” a public discussion with Mari Spirito, Saat Saath Art Foundation, New Delhi, India, 
2014. 

• “Tehran, Isfahan, and New York: a conversation among artists,” three seminars with Iranian artists via 
Skype, co-facilitated with artist Lisi Raskin, and Molly Kleiman and Ava Anasari, Back Room, New 
York, NY, 2014. 

• “The Future of Art: Peripheries and Social Change,” roundtable discussion, Campo Adentro, ARCOmadrid, 
Spain, 2013. 

• Artist Talk with Can Altay, Protocinema, New York, NY, 2013. 
• “Site and Experience: Land Art and Dia Art Foundation,” First International Forum on Documentation 

and Contemporary Languages, Palazzo delle Arte Napoli (PAN), Naples, Italy, 2006. 
• “The Stockholm Conference: Perspectives on art in public space, New York-Sweden,” Swedish National 

Public Art Council, Swedish AICA, IASPIS, and Framtidens kultur, Stockholm, Sweden, 2000. 
 
BOARDS AND AFFILIATIONS 

• Board Member, Not an Alternative/The Natural History Museum (2018-Present) 
• Board Member, Center for Artistic Activism (2015-Present) 
• Board Member, NYC & Company (2015-Present) 
• Advisory Board Member, Times Square Arts (2015-Present) 
• Member of the Art and Social Justice Working Group (2015-16), a dozen people met regularly to explore 

the role of artists enacting social change, organized by The Vera List Center for Arts and Politics and A 
Blade of Grass, supported by the Andy Warhol Foundation. 

 
EDUCATION 

THE GRADUATE CENTER, CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, New York, NY  
Master of Arts in Liberal Studies, October 2006 

• Coursework with Anna Chave, Wayne Koestenbaum, Robert Morris, Robert Storr, and Katy Siegel. 
• Thesis: At The Lightning Field (Wayne Koestenbaum, advisor) 

 
SWARTHMORE COLLEGE, Swarthmore, PA 
Bachelor of Arts degrees in both Art and Political Science, May 1995 

• Robert Wagner Jr. Urban Fellowship, 1995-1996 
• Solomon Art Prize, 1995; Swarthmore Foundation Grant, 1994 
• Hunter Grubb Foundation Scholarship, 1993-1995; Joyce Mertz-Gilmore Scholarship, 1991-1995 

 
PERSONAL 

Lived in Bucharest, Romania and Milan, Italy. Fluent in Italian, proficient in Spanish. Extensive travel. Great love 
of cooking.  


